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7-7:30 p.m. 
Parametricism and User Interface Design 
Bryn Bodayle 
Faculty Advisor: James Pierce 
  
With the increasing complexity of technology, and the information that this technology affords, 
new design practices and styles must be developed to make this information consumable and 
navigable. In the past, user interface designers have primarily employed modernist techniques to 
simplify and display information. While temporally sufficient, this approach is becoming less 
effective as the complexity of computer software increases.  For my creative project I used a 
postmodern design style called parametricism to prototype a user interface for the iPad. This 
style has been emerging since the 1990s with the avant-garde architectural work of Zaha Hadid. 
The parametricist design process seeks to embrace complexity by using fluid navigational 
techniques to guide an individual. My project uses this design philosophy to maximize 
productivity and efficiency in a user interface. 
 
7:30-8 p.m. 
On Feeling at Home 
Daniel Logan 
Faculty Advisor: Robbie Pinter 
 
On Feeling at Home is a short novel I have drafted for my Honors creative project.  In this novel, 
I explore the themes of resentment, forgiveness, and the passage of time through telling the 
stories of siblings Claire and Stephen Hall as they both come to terms with the passing of their 
father Cliff and their reunion after a period of estrangement from each other.  In this 
presentation, I will be discussing the research and drafting process for my thesis, the various 
challenges that it has posed, and how this experience has informed and changed me as a student 
and writer.  This presentation will also include a short reading from the novel.        
 
8-8:30 p.m. 
Artistic Spark 
Jessica Pearsall 
Faculty Advisor: Will Akers 
 
"Artistic Spark" is a short documentary film about the lives of several Nashville artists. They are 
artists of different mediums (poetry, sculpting, dance, music, etc.), but there are many common 
threads about why they create, what inspires them, and what they feel are the costs and benefits 



of being an artist. "Artistic Spark" shows how the life of an artist is unique, difficult, yet 
exceedingly fulfilling in so many ways 
 


